
TOKYO: India’s badminton superstar P V Sindhu is carrying
the hopes of her country’s 1.3 billion people, but meditation
is helping her stay calm in the eye of the storm. The 26-
year-old world champion, who won silver at the 2016 Rio
Games, would become only the second Indian ever to win
an individual Olympic gold if she triumphs this week in
Tokyo.

With Rio champion Carolina Marin of Spain absent with
a serious knee injury, Sindhu has as good a chance as any
in an open field. She booked her place in the quarter-finals
with a 21-15, 21-13 win over Denmark’s Mia Blichfeldt yes-
terday, then revealed her secret for shutting out external
noise. “I meditate at times, so I think that keeps my mind
calm and keeps me going,” she said. “We see a lot of things
happening on social media everywhere. Sometimes to let
go of everything I just meditate for a bit.”

Mental health has been in the spotlight at the Tokyo
Games, with American gymnast Simone Biles pulling out of
the team and all-around individual events to preserve her

wellbeing. Japanese tennis star Naomi Osaka has also
struggled with her mental health, taking two months away
from the sport before returning in Tokyo.

Sindhu said she was “nobody to comment” on what oth-
ers are going through, but explained how she navigates the
expectations of the world’s second-most populous country.
“It’s always there - the pressure, the responsibility,” she
said. “I’m sure a lot of people are expecting a lot, but for
me, when I go out onto the court I just have to give my best.
I shouldn’t think about what people are thinking - If I think
about that, that would add extra pressure.”

Sindhu needed just 41 minutes to dispatch number 13
seed Blichfeldt and book her place in the last eight. “I’m not
thinking about playing in the final,” said Sindhu. “The im-
portant thing is what is tomorrow. I’m just focusing on that.
Yes, I got a medal at the last Olympics, but this is a fresh
start.” In mixed doubles, China’s Wang Yilu and Huang
Dongping will play their compatriots Zheng Siwei and
Huang Yaqiong in Friday’s final.  —AFP

India badminton star Sindhu finds 
peace of mind amid expectations

TOKYO: India’s P V Sindhu hits a shot to Denmark’s Mia Blichfeldt in their
women’s singles badminton round of 16 match during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games at the Musashino Forest Sports Plaza yesterday. —AFP

How the ‘twisties’ 
derailed Simone Biles’ 
Olympic record bid
TOKYO: When golfers get the yips they risk a missed putt - when
Simone Biles gets the equivalent in gymnastics, she risks breaking
her neck. The US superstar, 24, blamed “the twisties” for her dramatic
exit from the team event at the Tokyo Games, where she was aiming
to equal or even surpass the all-time women’s gymnastics record of
nine Olympic golds.

Biles exploded down the runway for her opening vault in the team
final on Tuesday, launching her Tokyo odyssey with an Amanar at the
Ariake Gymnastics Centre. The skill - a back handspring onto the
vault then two-and-a-half twists in mid-air with a blind landing facing
away from the apparatus - is not for the faint-hearted. It is a
fiendishly daring and dangerous move but one she normally executes
time and again with pinpoint perfection. On Tuesday, with her
diminutive frame shouldering the crushing weight of expectation that
comes with being one of the faces of the Games, the “twisties” struck.
Losing her sense of spatial awareness, with the real danger of doing
herself serious harm, Biles bailed out of the Amanar in mid-air, turning
just one-and-a-half times and stumbling on landing.

Fellow gymnasts have described the condition that interrupts nor-
mal communications between brain and body. “You have absolutely
no control over your body and what it does,” US gymnast Aleah
Finnegan explained on Twitter. The loss of form is complex, difficult
to treat, and can be compounded by pressure, a French gymnastics
coach told AFP. Any gymnast who falls victim to the twisties is “par-
alyzed by the fear of losing” and serious injury, he said.

Biles, with the razor-sharp mental vision gymnasts require to per-
form their gravity-defying routines clouded by doubt and fear,
bravely took the decision to stand down from the remaining three
elements to focus on her mental health. Instead, she assumed the role
of cheerleader-in-chief as her teammates soldiered on to claim silver
behind the Russians. —AFP

Irish rowers won’t 
be bringing the 
house down
TOKYO: Paul O’Donovan partnered Fintan McCarthy to win Ire-
land’s first ever rowing Olympic gold yesterday and said it is for-
tunate for their neighbors there are coronavirus protocols in
place otherwise they “would knock down their apartment”. O’-
Donovan and McCarthy triumphed in the men’s lightweight dou-
ble sculls, an event three-time world champion O’Donovan had
taken silver in with his brother Gary in Rio in 2016.

O’Donovan said it was hard to compare the feelings he had
in 2016 and now - “it is a long time ago and I would be hard
pressed to remember them” - and celebrations would be muted,
at least in Japan. Tokyo is under a coronavirus state of emer-
gency with measures such as alcohol banned in bars and restau-
rants, which have to close by 8 pm. “There is not much
celebrating to be done in Japan to be honest,” said 27-year-old
O’Donovan.

“We will have to be careful with the COVID you know, unfor-
tunately. Otherwise, we would go all out and have massive parties.
We would probably knock down the apartment but fortunately,
for the Japanese and our neighbors, that won’t be happening this
year.” McCarthy - who partnered O’Donovan when they won the
2019 world title, thereby qualifying for the Olympics - said their
initial celebration would be to eat a proper meal. 

“We will have a trip to the dining hall first,” said McCarthy.
“We have been waiting all week. It will be nice to go there and
not keep an eye on what we are eating.” Their celebrations might
be restrained but the craic will be mighty back in Skibbereen,
West Cork. “They will be wading through the porter in Skib-
bereen, it will be flowing down the streets,” said O’Donovan.

‘A great tune’ 
O’Donovan, who is training to be a doctor, cited Greek

philosopher Heraclitus’s saying “A man can never fall into the
same river twice” when commenting before the Games on

whether they could go one better than in Rio. However, he was
pretty sotto voce when asked about the significance of the vic-
tory for him personally. “To be honest, you don’t feel much
about it at all, people ask ‘has it sunk in yet?’ but I don’t think
they ever do really,” he said. 

“There is a ceiling on how well and happy you can feel about
this type of thing. It gives you a boost for sure, but alright, I
mean you are not going to explode with excitement and happi-
ness after, you know?” O’Donovan - whose brother Gary did
travel to Tokyo as reserve - said his exertions had made singing
the national anthem a tough challenge. “It was good. There is a
great tune to it, I really enjoyed it,” he said. 

“But I was very hot and tired and stuff after the race, so I
couldn’t concentrate. I could barely get the words out myself.
To see the flag being raised was beautiful.” Even staying in con-
tact with his family has been a burden for O’Donovan - Mc-
Carthy by contrast had already called his family as he went
through doping control.  “I just ignore everyone all the time,”
said O’Donovan. “I got a capacity to send two text messages
per day no matter the circumstances. That’s about it, I leave the
phone in my pocket. They are not too happy at home, but that’s
how it is.” —AFP

TOKYO: (From left) Gold medalists Ireland’s Fintan Mc Carthy and Paul O’Dono-
van pose in their boat following the lightweight men’s double sculls final at
the Sea Forest Waterway yesterday. —AFP
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